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So while some people may be a bit confused by this report, I just thought I'd
give it a go. This report contains two interrelated statuses "First Hit" and
"Subbed". The first hit status is just a total count from another site on the

internet, my own personal ones included. The second status is the one you see
on the big sites, including and not limited to Youtube. The website from which
this post originated includes a video in which everything is linked out to the

original source. So if you want to keep it as it is, that's fine. But I invite others
to comment on how they would like to see this report adjusted or differently
formatted in the future. Maybe you have other metrics you would like to see?
Or maybe you would like to see different metrics used, or maybe you have a

suggestion on a cool new metric that could be used? A: Ok, first off let me just
note that DVDRip.XviD-TLF = XviD-TLF and not XviD-TDM. Your file is fine.

Now, the problem is that you've got a lot of little data. A lot of 0.0001% that
means nothing. The only thing you have in common with the other movies is
that it's a movie from 2006, and, at least IMO, that doesn't really make your

data anything special. You could change your first stat to this: . And then have
a new stat that just shows the titles, and have a column that says "count"
which would be your "First Hit" stat. Then you'd have your "subbed" stat

showing the number of subs in the titles. That way you'd have a column for the
"First Hit" that clearly shows the number of times it came up in google. You'd
just have to change your "subbed" stat to actually show the sub names. This

wouldn't tell you much, but I'd rather just ignore 0.0001% for good than have a
list with nothing but numbers, and then leave it at that. And after that, I really

don't think you should even bother trying to give this any sort of value,
because all it's gonna do is be noise and hurt your reputation. Salah Uddin

Chowdhury Salah Uddin Chowdhury (; born 22 February 1969) is a Bangladeshi
J 6d1f23a050
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